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We introduce the notion of a D”-map between two submanifolds in a Wiener 
space and their pull-back of differential forms in the framework of Malliavin 
calculus. Also we show the vanishing of the cohomology of certain quadratic hyper- 
surfaces in a Wiener space. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, H. Airault and P. Malliavin [2], E. Getzler [4], S. Kusuoka 
17, X], and others considered the submanifolds in Wiener spaces and 
discussed differential calculus on them based on Malliavin calculus. 
T. Kazumi [6] gave the definition of Djtensor fields and the de Rham 
complexes on submanifolds which determine lU”“-cohomology groups on 
them. In this paper, we introduce the notion of ID”-maps between two sub- 
manifolds and define their pull-back. Since only restricted nonlinear trans- 
formations fit in with measure theory, careful treatments are needed when 
we define fundamental operations in elementary calculus such as pull-back, 
the Leibnitz rule, and the integration of differential forms, etc. In the 
framework of Malliavin calculus, we shall show that fundamental 
operations are well-defined within the category of the D”-map. Roughly 
speaking, a map cp is said to be D m if q is smooth and the image measure 
is a generalized function. Notice that in Euclidean space, any Radon 
measures are generalized functions in the sense of Schwartz. However, in 
Malliavin calculus, that is, infinite dimensional Schwartz distribution 
theory based on Gaussian measures, Radon measures do not belong to 
generalized functions in the sense of Watanabe [ 123 generally. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define submanifolds in 
Wiener spaces, D OO-tensor fields, I0 “-cohomology groups on submanifolds, 
and Dm-maps between two submanifolds. After these preliminaries, we can 
define retract maps in our framework. The same as finite dimensional cases, 
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the D”-cohomology groups of submanifolds which are retract of Wiener 
spaces vanish. In Section 3 we give a nontrivial example of a submanifold 
in the 2-dimensional Wiener space which is a retract of the Wiener space. 
This is a quadratic hypersurface in the Wiener space. At present, we do not 
know whether the unit sphere in a Wiener space, that is, {u’ E IV:1 
1; II~(s)ll ;d ds = I}, IS a retract of the Wiener space. 
2. SUBMANIFOLDS AND ID"-TENSOR FIELDS 
The notion of Dm-tensor fields was introduced by Kazumi [6]. It is a 
natural generalization of Shigekawa’s notion which appeared in [9] to the 
cases of submanifolds in Wiener spaces. Throughout this paper we will use 
the following notions and notations. Let (11, H, B) be an abstract Wiener 
space, i.e., B is a real separable Banach space and H is a real separable 
Hilbert space continuously and densely embedded in B and p is a Gaussian 
measure such that for any u E B* (dual space of B), 
=ev-f ll4’,), where UEB*CH*EH. 
We denote the D--map from B into a compact Riemannian manifold M 
by D”(B, M) (Getzler [4], Watanabe [12]). Let DF: H + T,,,M be 
Shigekawa’s derivative and DF*: T,,,M + H be its dual operator. Let us 
denote DF(z) DF(z)*: TFCZ,M -+ T.,I,M, i.e., the Malliavin covariance 
matrix, by o(z). We denote the co-quasicontinuous version of F by P (see 
Airault and Malliavin [2]). Under the assumption of nondegeneracy of F 
in the sense of Malliavin, we define S, := {z E B I F(z) =x}, where x E M. Of 
course the definition of S, depends on the choice of the quasicontinuous 
version F, so one may denote SC instead of S,. But whether one takes any 
version, F, SC coincide with each other outside certain slim sets. A slim set 
is a natural negligible set in Malliavin calculus, and the analysis below does 
not depend on the choice of F. Therefore we denote this subset by S, by 
neglecting slim sets and we call this set a submanifold in a Wiener space. 
In this paper we view B itself as a submanifold in B. Let v,(dz) := 
r(z) h,(F(z)) p(dz) be a measure on B defined by its positive generalized 
Wiener functional, where y(z) = da. Notice that v,(Sz) = 0 and for 
any slim set A, v,(A)=0 (see Airault and Malliavin [2], Sugita [ll], 
Watanabe [ 121). 
Formally one may view v, as the induced Gaussian measure by p as well 
as finite dimensional cases. Of course according to the situation it is natural 
to take another measure instead of v,. 
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Let N(z) =: DF(z)* g(z))’ D&‘(z) E D”(B, H @ H*) and P(z) =: 
1, - N(z), where HO H* denotes a Hilbert space consisting of all Hilbert- 
Schmidt operators on H. These are considered formally as respectively 
normal and tangential projections with respect to the “foliation” {F= 
constant}. From now on if there is no necessity for asserting the definition 
function F and the point x, we simply denote S, by S and v, by v. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let M be a d-dimensional compact regular submanifold 
in [w”. Let P(x) be the projection operator: T,R” + T,M by using the 
induced Riemannian metric on M. Consider the following stochastic 
differential equation on A4, 
dX( t, x, w) = P(X( t, x, w)) . dw( t) 
X(0, x, w) =x, 
where w is the n-dimensional Brownian motion and .dw(t) denotes 
Stratonovich’s tochastic differential. 
Then it is well known that X(t, x, w): WG + A4 is a nondegenerate 
D”-map, where W;l is the n-dimensional Wiener space. Set S,” = {w E W,dl 
x(1, x, w) = y}. Formally S, can be viewed as the total space of the 
following vector bundle rc: S., + C( [0, 11, A4 1 x(O) = x, x( 1) = y), where 
n(w) =X( ., x, w) and its fiber space is C( [0, 11, T,M’ I x(O) = 0). This 
formal view point is due to Kusuoka. 
Following Kazumi [6], we introduce D”j-tensor fields. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let S be a submanifold in B. Let D “( @ p TS* )’ E 
D”(B, 0” H*)/-, where c1~ /I implies a(z)(P(z), . . . . P(z)) = /?(z)(P(z), . . . . 
P(z)) v-a.s. z and let us denote its equivalence class by [a]. Let 
P(op TS*) be the subspace of lDm(QP TS*)’ as follows: P(B, BPH*)/-, 
where P(B, 0” H*) stands for all polynomial functionals. It is a well- 
known fact that P( @ p TS*) is the dense subspace of lDco( @ p TS*)‘. Note 
that in this paper, polynomial functionals always mean continuous 
functionals. 
DEFINITION 2.3. For [a], let us define 
[Vcr(z)] = a(z) + i tl(z)( ., ..D.P(z)., . ..) 
[ k=l 
The definition is independent of the choice of c( and V is well-defined as 
the map DJ~(@” TS*)‘-+ lD”“(@“” TS*)‘. We call this linear map 
covariant derivative. 
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DEFINITION 2.4. For CI E lD%( BP TS*)‘, nonnegative integer k, and 
q 3 1, we define the (k, q)-norm as 
where 1) I/H,S. denotes the Hilbert-Schmidt norm as the element of 0’ H*. 
II II Ls(s) denotes the Ly norm with respect o the measure v. 
Here we define the Di-covariant tensor fields. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let D$( 0” 7’S*) be the completion of D”( 0” KY*)’ 
with respect to the norm CfZO /I II r,y, and let D “( @ p TS*) = 
r)k,y ICDa( @ p TS*). The element f E D);( @ p TS*) is realized as the element 
of L&BP TS*), where L,(@” TS*)= {ccEL,(S, 0” H*)lcr(z)(P(z), . . . . 
P(z)) = E(Z) v-a.s.}. If f is defined by the Cauchy sequence {fn) c 
D3c(@Jp TS*)‘, then y=limn+EU f, 
identify f with J Moreover {VkfM} 
exists in Ly( BP TS*). So we may 
IS a so 1 a Cauchy sequence, and so 
lim, + m Vkfn defines an element of Lq( @ p+k TS*). This element is 
uniquely determined independent of the choice of the Cauchy sequence. To 
see this, notice that for any fe D=(@” TS)’ and ge Da(@p’k TS*)‘, 
(V"f, dLqCO P-k 7-S*) =(.f, (v*)kdLq(@P TS')? 
where V* is a formal adjoint operator of V. It is an easy calculation to see 
that V*: fP( 0” TS*)’ + D”( @ pP ’ TS*)‘, so by the standard method, 
we get the uniqueness. Therefore we define V"f (or V”j*) by lim,, ~ Vkfn. 
Clearly the covariant derivative V is a continuous linear map: 
D;(@p TS*)+ ED-‘(@“+’ TS*). The space of anti-symmetric ovariant 
tensors (p-forms) Di(Ap TS* ) is defined as well as finite dimensional cases 
(note that we can define the anti-symmetrization operator d in the space 
Ui$ @P TS*)). Also we define the exterior differential operator d as 
d=(p+l)&V:tD~ /\s (p )4-‘(yys). 
As well as finite dimensional cases, d2 =0 holds. So we get the chain 
complex (CT==, Dm(Ap(S)), d). We call the cohomology group which is 
defined by this complex the D”-cohomology group and denote it by 
H*(S, [w). 
Remark 2.6. (1) Of course the definition of iDt( 0” TS*) and 
D”-cohomology is invariant under the change of the measure v to f. v 
if the density function f e L1 + ,(S, ) v w h ere E is any positive number. But 
if it is not so, the relation between their spaces is not clear. 
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(2) For a separable Hilbert space E, we can define the E-valued 
D/t-tensor field D%(E@ (0” TS*)) the same as above. 
Here we state Shigekawa’s result. When S= B, the projection operator 
P(z) which appeares in Definition 2.3 is an identity operator and the 
definition of Da-tensor fields is the same as Shigekawa’s [9]. 
THEOREM 2.7 (Shigekawa [9]), 
HP(B, R) = R (p=O) 
=o (P2 1). 
Next we introduce the notion of a D--map. 
DEFINITION 2.8. Let S and S’ be submanifolds in B. Let 
K(z) E Dm(S, H). We call I+ K the III”-map from S into S’ if the following 
condition is satisfied: for any q > 1, there exists q’( >q), C&! > 0, and a 
nonnegative integer k such that for any f~ P(R), jl f(. + K( .))I[ L,csl < 
C:,q, II f II o;(s’) holds. 
Note that a III”-map usually means a smooth map in the sense of 
Malliavin from Wiener spaces to finite dimensional C”-manifolds. But we 
think that there is no confusion using the same terminology in our context. 
Here we give simple examples of a D”-map. 
EXAMPLE 2.9. Let S= S’ = B, h E H, and set K(z) = h. Then by the 
Cameron-Martin formula I+ K is a D”-map. 
EXAMPLE 2.10. Let S’= B and K(z) =O. Then the inclusion map 
z: S + B is a D”-map. This is a direct consequence of the fact that the 
measure v is a positive generalized Wiener functional (Sugita [lo]). 
Now we define the pull-back by the D”-map. First we define the pull- 
back between uncompleted spaces and second we extend the operator to 
the whole spaces by the continuous property of the pull-back. 
DEFINITION 2.11. Let I+ K be the III”-map from S into S’. Then we 
define the pull-back (I+ K)*: Dm( 0” TS’*)’ -+ Dou( @ p TS*) which is 
induced by I + K as 
((I+ K)* a)(z)(uI, u2, . . . . up) 
= a(z + K(z))((Z, + DK(z)) ul, . . . . (I, + DK(z)) up). 
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Though the composition c((z + K(z)) is not clear, the above definition is 
justified by the following claims: 
(a) If ME D”(B, @* H*), then “cr(z+ K(z))” is uniquely defined as 
the element of D”(S, @ JJ Ii*). 
(b) “tl(z -t K(z))” E D=(S, 0” H*) determines one equivalence class 
in Doc‘( @ p TS*) which is independent of the choice of CC. 
The claim (a) follows from the following Lemma 2.12. The claim (b) is 
also a direct consequence of Lemma 2.12 and Lemma 2.13. 
LEMMA 2.12. Let I+ K be the D”-map from S to 5”. Then for any 
9 E P(E) we have 9( z + K(z) ) E D 3c (S, E) and for any nonnegative integer k, 
positive real number p, there exist m( > k) and q( >, p) such that 
II9(. + K(.))ll D$s,E) G c 11911 rq(I3.E)” 
where C is a constant independent of ‘p. 
Proof. When k = 0, by combining the results that I+ K is a D”-map 
and v is a generalized Wiener functional, the above inequality can be 
proved. Next we consider the higher order derivatives. We state the 
following claim: 
Claim. Vk(9(z t- K(z))) is a sum of the terms 
(D’cp)(z+ K(z))(A,(z), A*(Z), -.., A,(z)), (2.1) 
where Ai is a composition of I,+DK(z) and the derivative of 
I, + DK(z) and P(z) up to the Ith order (0 d Id k). 
This can be proved by the definition of covariant derivative. Therefore it 
is sufficient o estimate (2.1). 
II(~‘~~)(~+K(z))(A,(z), AAz), . . . . A,(z))ll,, 
d Il(D’c~)(z+ K(z))llH.~. . n IIAi(z)lI, (2.2) 
,=, 
where IIAi(z)ll denotes the operator norm of A, if A(z) = I, + DK(z) and 
the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of Ai if it is a composition of higher order 
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derivatives of DK(z) and P(z). At (2.2), we use Lemma 2.13 below. 
Therefore 
II IIVkMz + Kb)))(P(z), ...T Pm”.S.lIL,(S,E) 
GC,. i: II II~~‘cp~~~+~~~~~ll,.,ll..~,, 
/= I 
Here m, q are determined by measure v, k, p’. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 2.13. Let T: Q” H* + E be a Hilbert-Schmidt operator and let 
Si: @ q8 H* + H denote a Hilbert-Schmidt operator if qi > 2 and a bounded 
linear operator if qi = 1, respectively. Then 
T(S Sk). Q&41 H* 1, *-., ’ -+ E is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator and 
II T(S,, . . . . S,)ll H.S. c II TII H.S. ’ lYIf= 1 Ilsill holds, 
where /I Sill stands for the operator norm if qi = 1 and the Hilbert-Schmidt 
norm if qi 2 2. 
ProoJ We prove this lemma by induction. If k = 1, the proof is well 
known. We assume that the lemma holds up to the case of k. For fixed 
{yi);= 1 c K T(Y,, . . . . yk, .): H + K is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. 
Therefore by the inequality in the case where k= 1, 
II T(Y, 3 . ..v Yk> Tk+1)Iim.G IIT(YI,-., Yk, .)I~H.s. IITk+,II. (2.3) 
Because T( .., y): ok H* + K is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, by the 
assumption of induction, we get (y E H) 
IIT(S1,...,Sk,Sk+lY)Il~.~.~ IIT(., .Y...T k+lY)lIm. fj IISiII. (2.4) 
/= 1 
By combining (2.3) and (2.4), we get the estimate in the case of k + 1. 
By this lemma we define cr(z+ K(z))E Dco(S, 0” H*) so that the 
following inequality holds: there exists a constant C independent of ~1, 
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LEMMA 2.14. Let I+ K be the ID”-map: S -+ S’ and assume 
s= {zEBIF(z)=x}, 
S’= {ZEB(F’(z)=y}, 
where FE D m (B, M) and F’ E D m (B, N) are nondegenerate D m-maps. Then 
the following equalities hold: 
(1) F’(z+K(z))=y V-U.S. i. 
(2) (I, + DK(z)) P(z) = Q(z + K(z))(Z, + DK(z)) P(z) v-as. z, where 
Q denotes the projection operator on S’. 
Remark 2.15. Note that Q(z+K(z))-Z,E Dm(S, H* 0 H), F’(z+K(z))e 
D”(S, N). 
Proof: (1) Let fg C=(N) such that f-‘(O) = {y}. By the definition 
of F’(z+ K(z)), we have f(F’(z+ K(z))) =0 v-as. z. Consequently 
F’(z + K(z)) = y v-as. z. 
(2) By virtue of(l), we get for any gEC”(M), 
Vk(F’(z + K(z)))) 
= Vg(F’(z + K(z))WF’(z + K(z)))(z, + ~&)V(z)) v-a.s. z. 
= 0. 
Therefore DF’(z + K(z))(Z, + DK(z))(P(z)) = 0 v-a.s. z. This implies that 
(2) holds. 
It suffices to show the following to prove claim (b). 
c((. +K(.))((Z,+DK(.)) P(.), . . . . (ZH+DK(.)) P(.))=O v-a.s. z., 
(2.5) 
for any CI with [cr] = 0. We denote the left hand side of (2.5) by a. By 
Lemma 2.14(2), 
lI~(z)ll,,, = Ildz + K(z))(Q(z + K(z)))U~+ WzW’(z)), -)IIH.s. 
6 Ilab + &)NQ(z + K(z)), . ..III H.S. II(IH + DK(z))(P(z))lI pL(H) 
=o v-a.s. z. 
This implies that (b) holds. 
The pull-back (I+ K)*: D”“(@” TS’*) + Dm(@P TS*) has the 
following estimate: 
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LEMMA 2.16. For c1 E D “( Q p TS’* ), any positive integer k, and any 
positive real number q, there exist k’( > k) and q’( >q) such that 
Il(z+ v* 4 d(@P TS*) G c. ll~ll D;:(gpT.y*). 
Proof When k = 0, this can be proved by using Lemma 2.14(2) and the 
definition of a D”-map immediately. So we omit the proof. To prove the 
case of higher order derivatives we need the following claim. 
Claim. 
V,((Z+ a* co(z) 
=((Z+K)*(V,.a))(z)+ i (z+K)-*a(z)(..,A$z),-), 
i=l 
where ((I+ K)“* LX)(Z) = a(z + K(z))(Q(z + K(z)), . . . . Q(z + K(z))) and 
A(z) = D2K(z)(P(z), P(z)) + (I, + DK(z)) DP(z)(P(z))(P(z)). Moreover we 
have 
V,((Z+ K)“* a)(z) = (I+ K)“* (V,,a). 
The proof of this claim is a simple calculation by using Lemma 2.14(2). 
By this claim, the estimate in the case where k = 0, and the estimate 
V+K)* IIdQ, . . ..Ili..,.> we get the result in the case where k = 1. In general 
cases, we can prove the lemma by successively applying the above claim. 
By this lemma we get the unique continuous linear map (Z+K)*: 
Dm(Q” TS’*)+ Dm(@” TS*). 
We call this map the pull-back induced by I+ K. As well as finite dimen- 
sional cases, the following standard property of the pull-back holds. 
PROPOSITION 2.17. (1) (I+ K)*: A”(Y) + A”(s). 
(2) d,.(Z+K)*=(Z+K)*.d,.. 
(3) Let I+ K,: S-, s’ and I+ K2: S’+S” be [ID”-maps. Then 
(I+ K2). (I+ K,)(z) - z + K3(z) is also a ID”-map: S -+ S”, where K,(z) = 
K,(z) + K2(z + K,(z)) and 
holds. 
(4) (I+ K)* (a A /9) = {(I+ K)* a> A {(I+ K)* /I}. 
Proof: In the first place, (l), (2), and (4) are proved when the given 
form is a polynomial functional and second, by the limiting argument, we 
580/107/2-S 
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get general cases. These works are routine, so we omit the proof. Let us 
prove (3) when a is a polynomial function. There exist {K;}, c P(B, H) 
such that 
By the definition of K,, 
lW+K&))- V+Kl)*.U+K2)* 41Lq~s~ 
= lim 
n * oc 
Ila(z + K,(z) + K’;(z + K,(z))) - (I+ K,)* (I+ K,)* a(1 Lq,sj 
= lim ll(Z+ K,)* {a(. + K’;(.))} -(I+ K,)* .(I+ K,)* aIILqcs, 
II-z 
< C. lim II {a(. + KY(.)) - (I+ &)* all D;.cs,, n+13 
= 0. 
This implies (3) is valid. By combining Lemma 2.14(2) and the above 
argument, we get the result in the case of tensor fields. 
Remark 2.18. In (3) we denote the exterior differential operators by d, 
and so on to clarify the spaces in which the operators are defined. 
DEFINITION 2.19. We call a ID”-map I+ K: B -+ S a D =-retract map 
from B onto S when K= 0 v-a.s. w. In this case we call S a (ED”--)retract 
of B. 
THEOREM 2.20. Zf S is a retract of B, then 
zfqs, I%)= R k=O) 
=o (Pa 1). 
Proof. Let a E A”(s) such that da = 0 and let I+ K be a retract map 
from B onto S. Set b = (I+ K)* ~1. By Proposition 2.17, db = 0. So 
Theorem 2.7 implies that if p >, 1, then there exists y E A”- ‘(S) such that 
dy = fl and if p = 0, then fl is a constant. When p = 0, by virtue of a = r*P, 
a is also the same constant. This shows Theorem 2.20 when p = 0. If p > 1, 
set jj = r*y. Then 
dy” = h*y 
=l* dy 
= l*(Z+ K)* a 
= a. 
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3. APPLICATION 
In this section, we give nontrivial submanifolds which are retracts of B 
by using quadratic functionals of 2-dimensional Brownian motion. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let B = Wi and F(w): Wz -+ R such that 
F(w) = j; w’(t) .dw’(t). 
Then F is a nondegenerate lE”-map. Let S, = {w E Wi ( F(w) = <>. Then S, 
is a retract of B by the map I+ K, where K(w)(t)= -F(w).(lb w’(s) ds/ 
J;(w’(s))’ ds). 
All we have to prove is that I+ K is a ID”-map from B into S, and K= 0 
v-a.s. w on S,. The latter is clear. It is sufficient to prove the following to 
show the former result. 
LEMMA 3.2. For any f E P(R) and p b 1, 
IIf(. +K(M.qw,,,~ 2 cc. IlfllL2P(s). 
Proof Let us define T,(w): B-+ B such that 
lo w’(s) ds 
> J;(w’(s))’ ds ’ 
Notice that I+ K(w) = TFC,,,,(w). 
I B If(T~~w~(w))lP/4d~) 
= 4 If(TS(w))lP~5(F(w))~(dw) I I R B 
= ~~d~~Blf(~)lpexp(-C'f~~~~~~~~~' 
t2 1 
- 1 l;(w1(s))2 ds 
> 
6dF(w)) ddw) 




,<C I f(w)1 2p vo(dw) 3 (3.21 
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where at (3.1) we use the Cameron-Martin formula with respect to the 
transformation w + T-&w) and at the last inequality (3.2) we use the fact 
that j@‘CN2 dse n,, , &(B, ~,V’(w)) Adw)). 
For other 5 (#O), note that there exist positive constants E and g such 
that 
(1) for < with ItI<&, T,:S,+S, and Tp,:S,-+S, are D2-maps 
and T,.Tp5=id(so, T E.Tt=idIst hold, 
(2) for q and -i E R with /q - cl < g. min{ l/lql, l/111, 1 }, 
T 7-i. .S,-+S; and Tl_,:S,-tS,, are D”-maps and T,pl.Tr_,=idj.si, 
Ti .,,.TvpC=idISq hold. 
These are proved by a method similar to Lemma 3.2, combining the 
following fact (Ikeda and Watanabe [ 5, p. 399, Lemma 10.61). 
Fact. Let s(u’)= [~~{w(s)-jS:,w(s)ds}2]‘~2, where w denotes a 
l-dimensional Brownian motion starting at 0. Then we have the following 
estimate: for any E > 0, 
P(s(w) <E) < &.exp{ - 1/(2’c2)}. 
Therefore by Proposition 2.17, H*(S,, Iw) = H*(S,, Iw) holds. This 
implies the vanishing of the cohomology of the quadratic hypersurface S,. 
Note that we can define the L*-cohomology of S, as well as finite dimen- 
sional cases. However, our method cannot be applied to see the 
L2-cohomology of S,. Finally notice that “the skelton of S,” is viewed as 
3, = {h = (Id, h2) E HJ G(h) = Q, where G is a Cm-function on the 
Cameron-Martin space H of Wi such that 
G(h) = I’ h’(s) h*(s) ds. 
0 
If t # 0, 3, can be viewed as the total space of the following Cm-vector 
bundle with the structure group GL(H): 
17: &+H;,tO, 11, W\(O), 
where Z7(h’, h2) = h’ and the fiber is an afhne subspace of Hh([O, 11, [w) 
with codimension 1. So by the fact that the unit sphere in a separable 
Hilbert space is diffeomorphic to the Hilbert space itself Eells and Elworthy 
[3]), the ordinary de Rham cohomology of 3, vanishes. 
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